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Abstract
Consistency Enforcement provides an alternative theory to common verication
techniques within formal specication languages. We consider specications in the
form of guarded commands. The basic idea is then to replace a program specication
S by its greatest consistent specialization (GCS) S
I
which is provably consistent
with respect to a given static constraint I, preserves the eects of S according to a
specialization order and is maximal with these properties.
The theory has been shown to provide several strengths. In particular, the en-
forcement process for a huge class of complex specications can be reduced to its
basic components. Moreover, the result can be obtained sequentially and is inde-
pendent from the order of the given constraints. In addition, arithmetic logic has
been used to show that GCSs can be eÆciently computed for a reasonably large
class of program specications and invariants.
However, all results have been achieved with respect to the underlying special-
ization order. The simplicity of this order reveals some obvious weaknesses.
In this paper, we show how the specialization order can be replaced by the notion
of Æ-constraints. Specialization of a program specication S turns out to be equiva-
lent to the preservation of all Æ-constraints on the underlying state space of S. Ob-
viously, this enables us to weaken the specialization order towards the preservation
of certain Æ-constraints. We dene maximal consistent eect preservers (MCEs),
show that these are closely related to GCSs and prove that MCEs can be obtained
sequentially and independently from the order of a given set of static constraints.
This backs up the conjecture that the notion of MCEs leads towards a tailored
theory of consistency enforcement.
Key words: formal specications, guarded commands, arithmetic
logic, constraints, consistency, GCS, MCE
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1 Introduction
A common feature of formal specication languages are static constraints.
They aim to restrict the set of legal states. The major problem is then to
guarantee consistency. If a program specication S starts in a state satisfying
the static constraint I, then we expect S to terminate in a state that validates
I, too.
There are several approaches to guarantee consistency such as consistency
checking at run-time or consistency verication at compile-time. Both check-
ing and verication do not allow changes to the program. These are either
consistent and hence accepted or not. There is also no feedback to the design-
ers on how to change the program in order to achieve consistency.
Consistency Enforcement is intended to provide an alternative to all these
approaches. Generally speaking, enforcement aims at systematically modify-
ing a program such that the result is consistent.
The approach in [6,7,8] requires the modied program specication to be a
maximal consistent diminution of the original one with respect to some partial
order v. If we are given a program specication S and an invariant I, we are
looking for a new program specication S
I
that is consistent with respect to
I, satises S
I
v S and is maximal with these properties. The result S
I
is
called the greatest consistent specialization (GCS) of S with respect to I.
The intention behind the partial order is the preservation of eects, i.e.,
state changes due to S should be preserved as state changes by T , whenever
T v S holds. The GCS choice for the partial order on semantic equivalence
classes of program specications is operational specialization. The starting
point is to consider the state variables that are aected by the given program
specication S. With respect to these state variables, a specialization T v S
only allows executions that already appear with S. However, state variables
not aected by Smay be handled arbitrarily. Operational specialization can
be formalized quite easily exploiting predicate transformer semantics in the
style of Dijkstra and Nelson [5].
Greatest consistent specializations S
I
were investigated in detail in [7].
Besides existence and uniqueness (up to semantic equivalence) there are two
important results on GCSs. The rst one is a commutativity result, which
states that the GCS S
I
1
^^I
n
can be built sequentially taking any order of
the invariants I
i
. This in turn justies to concentrate on one invariant.
The second result concerns compositionality. Using guarded commands
as in [5] we may build complex program specications from simple ones. The
most simplest specications are given by assignments and a few constants such
as skip. In general it is not suÆcient to replace the very simple specications
in S by their GCSs. The result will not be the GCS S
I
. However, under some
mild technical restrictions we obtain at least a generalization of the GCS, and
the GCS itself results from adding a precondition.
Computability of (S; I) 7! S
I
and its eectivity were investigated in [2,3].
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Apart from the very general case it could be shown that the class of program
specications and invariants for which it is justied to talk of a computational
approach, is reasonably large. Therefore, the GCS approach is a theoretically
well-founded approach to consistency enforcement. If we restrict ourselves
to deterministic branches of GCSs, the approach also enables a run-time ap-
proach. In this case only sequences of assignments have to be considered which
allows to ignore the technical and computability restrictions. In Section 2 we
briey review the achievements of the arithmetic GCS approach.
Despite its theoretical strength the GCS approach is debatable from a
pragmatic point of view. The changes to state variables not aected by the
original program specication allow too much freedom, whereas the approach
may be too restrictive for the other state variables.
An idea to weaken the eect preservation order considers the set of transi-
tion invariants that are satised by the original program specication. These
are called Æ-constraints. As operational specialization is equivalent to the
preservation of all Æ-constraints of S involving only the state variables aected
by S, the simple idea is to preserve a dierent set of Æ-constraints. This leads
to the denition of a maximal consistent eect preserver (MCE). Informally,
an MCE arises as the GCS of a slightly extended program specication, but
there is no more need to consider the set of aected state variables.
In Section 3, we are going to introduce the notion of maximal consistent
eect preserver, show that they cover reasonable examples and that they are
closely related to GCSs.
We will even go a bit further in Section 4. We argue that a naive refor-
mulation of the commutativity result will fail within the MCE framework.
Nevertheless, we prove an adequate version that allows to enforce MCEs se-
quentially and also independently from the order of the given set of invariants.
Finally, we remark that the approach of maximal consistent eect pre-
servers has already been related to the original framework within Database
Theory (see [4]).
2 Arithmetic Theory of Greatest Consistent Specializa-
tions
In order to develop a theory of consistency enforcement we adapt the state-
based approach to formal specications. This means that we support explicitly
the concepts of state and state transition. Program specications will be
taken in the form of extended guarded commands as dened by Nelson [5].
Semantics will be expressed by predicate transformers that are dened on top
of arithmetic logic [1] as in [2,3].
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2.1 Program Specications
The arithmetic approach [3] was aimed to relate Consistency Enforcement to
classical recursion theory. Therefore, a rst-order logicL
ar
with xed structure
(N; 0; S;+; ;=) is employed, called arithmetic logic. Herein, the non-negative
integers N dene the domain and 0; S;+;  and = are interpreted in the usual
way. Then, we extend the interpretation to terms T and formulae F. If V
denotes the set of variables, then an interpretation is suÆciently captured by
a function  : V ! N , or even by its values (x
i
) on free variables x
i
in a term
or formula. That is, we can write  as a k tuple knowing that the number of
free variables is k.
Denition 2.1 A state space is a nite set X of variables of L
ar
. A state
on X = fx
1
; : : : ; x
k
g is a function  : X ! N , or equivalently a k-tuple
((x
1
); : : : ; (x
k
)) 2 N
k
. 2
Static constraints are formulae that can be evaluated in states. This enables
us to distinguish between legal states, i.e., those satisfying the constraints,
and non-legal states.
Denition 2.2 We dene a static invariant on a state space X (short: an
X-constraint or X-formula) to be a formula I of L
ar
with free variables in X
(fr(I)  X). 2
Next we dene program specications on a given state space.
Denition 2.3 Let X be a state space. The language of guarded commands
contains skip, fail, loop, simultaneous assignment x
i
1
:= t
i
1
k : : : k x
i
k
:= t
i
k
2
S(X) for state variables x
i
j
2 X and terms t
i
j
2 T, sequential composition
S
1
;S
2
, choice S
1
2S
2
, restricted choice S
1
 S
2
, guard P ! S with an X-
formula P, unbounded choice @y  S with a variable y, and least xed points
S:f(S), with a guarded command expression f(S) = P ! T ;S2:P ! skip,
where the program variable S does not occur within T . 2
Please note that the inclusion of the restricted choice-operator  is necessary
to retain orthogonality. For a deeper justication see [5]. Furthermore, we
consider recursion in the form of simple WHILE-loops only.
To dene the semantics of guarded commands on the basis of arithmetic
logic, we associate with S two predicate transformers wlp(S) and wp(S)|
i.e., functions from (equivalence classes) of formulae to (equivalence classes)
of formulae|with the standard informal meaning:

wlp(S)(') characterizes those initial states  such that each terminating
execution of S starting in  results in a state  satisfying '.

wp(S)(') characterizes those initial states  such that each execution of S
starting in  terminates and results in a state  satisfying '.
The notation wlp(S)(') and wp(S)(') corresponds to the usual weakest (lib-
eral) precondition of S with respect to the postcondition '. In order to save
space we shall often use the notation w(l)p(S)(') to refer to both predicate
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transformers at a time. If this occurs in an equivalence, then omitting every-
thing in parentheses gives the wp-part, whereas omitting just the parentheses
results in the wlp-part. Given this, we dene dual predicate transformers
w(l)p(S)

by w(l)p(S)

('), :w(l)p(S)(:').
Now consider the following denition of predicate transformers for our
language of guarded commands (for a justication see [2,3])
w(l)p(skip)('), '
w(l)p(fail)('), true
w(l)p(loop)('), false(_true)
w(l)p(x
i
1
:= t
i
1
k : : : kx
i
k
:= t
i
k
)('), fx
i
1
=t
i
1
; : : : ; x
i
k
=t
i
k
g:'
w(l)p(S
1
;S
2
)('), w(l)p(S
1
)(w(l)p(S
2
)('))
w(l)p(S
1
2S
2
)('), w(l)p(S
1
)(') ^ w(l)p(S
2
)(')
w(l)p(S
1
 S
2
)('), w(l)p(S
1
)(') ^ (wp(S
1
)

(true) _ w(l)p(S
2
)('))
w(l)p(@x
j
 S)('), 8x
j
:w(l)p(S)(')
w(l)p(P ! S)('), P ) w(l)p(S)(') :
Please see [3, Section 3] for the denition of w(l)p(S:f(S))('). We say that
S is an X-command for some state space X i w(l)p(S)('), ' hold for each
Y -formulae ', where X \ Y = ;, and X is minimal with this property.
2.2 Consistency and GCSs
We would like to derive a proof obligation that characterizes when a program
specication S is consistent with respect to a static constraint I (see [3]).
Denition 2.4 Let S be a program specication and I a static constraint,
both on X. Then S is consistent with respect to I (short: I-consistent) i
I ) wlp(S)(I) holds. 2
Operational specialization aims at reducing existing executions and at the
same time extending the state space and allowing arbitrary additional changes
on new state variables [3].
Denition 2.5 Let S and T be program specications on X and Y with
X  Y . Then S is specialized by T (T v S) i w(l)p(S)(') ) w(l)p(T )(')
holds for all state formulae ' on X. 2
We remark, that for the wp-part it is enough to require that wp(S)(true) )
wp(T )(true) holds. Operational specialization denes a partial order v on
semantic equivalence classes of program specications with a minimum fail.
The proof obligation for consistency and the denition of operational special-
ization are suÆcient to dene the central notion of the approach.
Denition 2.6 Let S be a Y -command and I a constraint onX with Y  X.
The greatest consistent specialization (GCS) of S with respect to I is an X-
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command S
I
with S
I
v S, such that S
I
is consistent with respect to I and
each I-consistent specialization T v S satises T v S
I
. 2
The rst important result concerns the commutativity , i.e., GCSs with respect
to conjunctions can be built successively using any order of the constraints.
Proposition 2.7 For two constraints I and J we always obtain that I^J !
S
I^J
and I ^ J ! (S
I
)
J
are semantically equivalent. 2
It would be nice, if building the GCS for a complex program specication S
simply required the basic operations in S to be replaced by their GCSs. Let S
0
I
denote the result of such a naive syntactic replacement. However, in general
S
0
I
is not the GCS S
I
. It may not even be a specialization of S, or it may be
a consistent specialization, but not the greatest one.
There exists a technical condition which implies at least S
I
v S
0
I
holds.
The corresponding result was called the upper bound theorem in [3].
We need the notion of a deterministic branch S
+
of a program speci-
cation S, which requires S
+
v S, wp(S)

(true) , wp(S
+
)

(true) and
wlp(S
+
)

(') ) wp(S
+
)(') to hold for all '. Herein, the last condition ex-
presses that S
+
is indeed deterministic, i.e., whenever j=
(;)
(x;y) then
j=

:
0
(x) and whenever j=
(;
1
)
(x;y) and j=
(;
2
)
(x;y) hold then

1
(x) = 
2
(x). Together, a deterministic branch S
+
of S is a determinis-
tic specialization of S which comprises executions if and only if S does.
Transition constraints are a device for reducing the allowed set of transition
pairs.
Denition 2.8 A transition constraint on a state spaceX is a formulaJ with
free variables in X [X
0
using a disjoint copy X
0
of X, i.e., fr(J )  X [X
0
.2
We dene Æ-constraints as transition constrains that are satised by a speci-
cation. In order to save space we use fx=x
0
g to refer to a substitution with
respect to a non-empty set of state variables.
Denition 2.9 Let S be a program specication on X. A Æ-constraint for S
is a transition constraint J on X such that fx
0
=xg:wlp(S
0
)(J ) holds, where
S
0
results from S by renaming all x
i
to x
0
i
. 2
Example 2.10 Look at the insertion S of a new tuple t into a relation r, i.e.,
S  r := r [ ftg. Then the following formulae are Æ-constraints for S:

t 2 r
0

8u: u 2 r ) u 2 r
0

8u:u 2 q , u 2 q
0
for all relation schemata q 6= r and

8u: u 6= t ^ u 2 r
0
) u 2 r. 2
We write '

to denote the characterizing formula of a state .
Denition 2.11 Let S = S
1
;S
2
be a Y -command such that S
i
is a Y
i
-
command for Y
i
 Y (i = 1; 2). Let I be some X-constraint with Y  X.
Let X   Y
1
= fy
1
; : : : ; y
m
g, Y
1
= fx
1
; : : : ; x
l
g and assume that fx
0
1
; : : : ; x
0
l
g
6
is a disjoint copy of Y
1
disjoint also from X. Then S is in I-reduced form i
for each deterministic branch S
+
1
of S
1
the following two conditions { with
x = (x
1
; : : : ; x
l
), x
0
= (x
0
1
; : : : ; x
0
l
) { hold:

For all states  with j=

:I we have, if '

) fx=x
0
g:(8y
1
: : : y
m
:I) is a
Æ-constraint for S
+
1
, then it is also a Æ-constraint for S
+
1
; S
2
.

For all states  with j=

I we have, if '

) fx=x
0
g:(8y
1
: : : y
m
::I) is a
Æ-constraint for S
+
1
, then it is also a Æ-constraint for S
+
1
; S
2
. 2
Informally, I-reducedness is a property of sequences S
1
;S
2
which rules out
occurences of interim states that wrongly cause an enforcement within any
branch of S
1
but which is not relevant for the entire specication.
It is straightforward to extend this denition to arbitrary commands other
than sequences. The upper bound theorem already has a avour of composi-
tionality, but it does not yet give the GCS. The idea of the main theorem on
GCSs is to cut out from S
0
I
those executions that are not allowed to occur in
a specialization of S. This leads to the following theorem [3].
Theorem 2.12 Let I be an invariant on X and let S be some I-reduced
Y -command with Y  X. Let S
0
I
result from S as follows:

Each restricted choice S
1
 S
2
occurring within S will be replaced by
S
1
2wlp(S
1
)(false)! S
2
:

Then each basic command will be replaced by their GCSs with respect to I.
Let Z be a disjoint copy of the state space Y . With the formulae
P(S; I;x
0
)  fz=yg:wlp(S
00
I
; z = x
0
! skip)(wlp(S)

(z = y)) ;
where S
00
I
results from S
0
I
by renaming the Y to Z, the GCS S
I
is semantically
equivalent to @x
0
 P(S; I;x
0
)! S
0
I
;y = x
0
! skip. 2
The charaterization of GCSs according to Theorem 2.12 makes it possible
to reduce consistency enforcement to a simple syntactical replacement (the
forming of S
0
I
) and to an investigation of a guard, namely P (S; I;x
0
).
Due to the denition of the specialization preorder, GCSs in general are
highly non-deterministic, even if the original program specication was not.
From a pragmatic point of view, however, it will be enough to have a de-
terministic result. Therefore, it is a natural idea to consider deterministic
GCS branches or at least quasi-deterministic GCS branches. Here quasi-
determinism means determinism up to the selection of values [7].
Let us now look at an example how to construct GCS branches on the
basis of Theorem 2.12.
Example 2.13 Consider the state space X = fx
1
; x
2
g. Although types have
been left implicit so far, let us assume that values for both state variables are
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sets of pairs. We consider the following three X-constraints:
I
1
 
1
(x
1
)  
1
(x
2
)
I
2
 8x; y:x 2 x
2
^ y 2 x
2
^ 
2
(x) = 
2
(y)) 
1
(x) = 
1
(y) and
I
3
 
2
(x
1
) \ 
2
(x
2
) = ;
with the projection functions 
i
onto the i'th components. Then we consider
a program specication S on fx
1
g dened by the simple assignment x
1
:=
x
1
[ f(a; b)g with some constants a and b.
Step 1.
First consider the constraint I
1
. Since S is just an assignment, it is I
1
-reduced.
We then replace S by a quasi-deterministic branch of its GCS with respect to
I
1
and obtain
x
1
:= x
1
[ f(a; b)g ; (a =2 
1
(x
2
)! @c  x
2
:= x
2
[ f(a; c)g  skip) ;
which is an X-operation. Let this be our new S
1
.
Step 2.
Now consider the constraint I
2
. It can be shown that S
1
is I
2
-reduced. We
have to remove the restricted choice and then replace the assignment to x
2
by
the deterministic GCS branch c =2 
2
(x
2
) ! x
2
:= x
2
[ f(a; c)g with respect
to I
2
. For the resulting operation S
0
I
we compute P (S
1
; I
2
) , true. After
some rearrangements we obtain the following GCS branch of S with respect
to I
1
^ I
2
:
x
1
:= x
1
[ f(a; b)g ; ((a =2 
1
(x
2
)! @c  c =2 
2
(x
2
)! x
2
:= x
2
[ f(a; c)g)
2 a 2 
1
(x
2
)! skip)
Let this be our new specication S
2
.
Step 3.
Now regard the constraint I
3
. Again we can show I
3
-reducedness, but dis-
pense with the formal proof. We replace the assigment to x
1
in S
2
by the
deterministic GCS branch x
1
:= x
1
[f(a; b)g ; x
2
:= x
2
 fx 2 x
2
j 
2
(x) = bg.
Analogously, we replace the assignment to x
2
in S
2
by the deterministic GCS
branch x
2
:= x
2
[f(a; c)g ; x
1
:= x
1
 fx 2 x
1
j 
2
(x) = cg. Then we compute
P (S
2
; I
3
) , b =2 
2
(x
2
) ^ (a =2 
1
(x
2
)) 8c:(c 62 
2
(x
2
)) c =2 
2
(x
1
) [ fbg)):
After some rearrangements the nal result is
b =2 
2
(x
2
) ! x
1
:= x
1
[ f(a; b)g ; ((a 62 
1
(x
2
)! @c
c =2 
2
(x
2
) ^ c =2 
2
(x
1
)! x
2
:= x
2
[ f(a; c)g)2 a 2 
1
(x
2
)! skip ) ;
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which is a branch of the GCS of S with respect to I
1
^ I
2
^ I
3
. 2
2.3 Computability and Decidability
The GCS approach has been succesfully developed with respect to L
ar
. The
original intention of using arithmetic logic was to investigate computability
and decidability issues.
Taking the general form of the GCS in Theorem 2.12 we may ask, whether
we can nd an algorithm to compute the GCS. We may further ask, whether
the result is eective. We will identify subcases for which eective GCSs can
be computed [3].
Proposition 2.14 If recursive guarded commands are restricted to bounded
loops, then GCSs are computable, i.e., the function (S; I) 7! S
I
is computable.
In general, however, the GCS cannot be computed. 2
Even, if the GCS S
I
can be computed from the given command S and the
constraint I, the result still contains the preconditions P(S; I;x
0
). If such
a precondition is undecidable, then the GCS will not be eective. The next
result is mainly due to the following facts. Decidable arithmetic predicates are
closed under negation and conjunction. If every occurence of a loop within a
guarded command S is bounded, then we can always write S in the form of
@x
1
 : : :@x
n
 T . Moreover, it follows from the upper bound theorem that
the GCS of @y  T with respect to I is always @y  T
I
.
Theorem 2.15 Let S be a program specication such that every loop is
bounded and all preconditions are decidable. Let I be a decidable static con-
straint. Then we can compute the GCS S
I
in the form S
I
= @y
1
 : : :@y
n
T
I
,
where T
I
has the form of Theorem 2.12 with all preconditions P(T
0
; I;x
0
) being
decidable. 2
2.4 Major Problems with the Specialization order
Let us look at consistency enforcement from a more practical point of view
and ask whether GCSs really coincide with our intution. In general, GCSs are
non-deterministic, which reects various strategies for consistency enforce-
ment. The approach in [7] selects a branch of the GCS which is related to an
interactive support for the values to be selected.
E.g., take an inclusion constraint x 2 p ) x 2 q and an insertion into p,
then GCS branches oer the freedom to chose any new value for q provided it
is a superset of p[ fxg. Intuitively, we prefer this value to be q [ fxg, i.e., to
keep change propagation as simple as possible. For GCS branches, however,
there is no such \preference" or otherwise said: for a database operation on
Y  X the GCS approach is too liberal on X   Y .
On the other hand, multi-valued dependencies, which concern only set-valued
state variables lead to preconditions, although we might expect additional
changes instead. Otherwise said: for a database operation on Y  X the
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GCS approach is too restrictive on Y .
This demonstrates that the specialization order might still be too coarse for
enforcement purposes.
3 Maximal Consistent Eect Preservers
In the introduction we already explained that GCSs are not the only possible
choice for formalizing consistency enforcement. If a program specication S
aects state variables in Y and the constraint is dened on X with Y  X,
then specialization may be too restrictive on Y and too liberal on X   Y .
We develop the notion of maximal consistent eect preservers (MCEs) that
intends to overcome both these weaknesses of the GCS-approach.
3.1 A Motivating Example
The key concept is the one of a Æ-constraint introduced in Section 2. This is a
transition constraint J satised by the given program specication S. Thus,
the Æ-constraints of S express some kind of eect of S. Consequently, \preser-
vation of eects" could be formalized by the preservation of Æ-constraints. Let
us rst look at an example.
Example 3.1 Let us look back again at the enforcement strategies in Ex-
ample 2.13 underlying the construction of a GCS branch. With respect to the
inclusion constraint I
1
the GCS branch was chosen in such a way that an inser-
tion into x
1
was followed by an insertion into x
2
, if necessary. Alternatively, we
may like to replace x
1
:= x
1
[f(a; b)g by a =2 
1
(x
2
)! x
1
:= x
1
[f(a; b)gskip.
This would mean to restrict insertions by adding a precondition and to do
nothing, if this condition is violated. Such a strategy is not possible with the
GCS-approach.
Analogously, for the assignment x
2
:= x
2
[ f(a; c)g and the constraint
I
2
from Example 2.13 on the state space fx
2
g we may like to replace it by
x
2
:= f(x; y) 2 x
2
j y 6= cg [ f(a; c)g. Taking these ideas together we would
rst replace S by S
1
, which is
a =2 
1
(x
2
)! x
1
:= x
1
[ f(a; b)g skip
in order to enforce consistency with respect to I
1
. Then there is nothing to
do to enforce I
2
. Finally, we replace
b =2 
2
(x
2
)! x
1
:= x
1
[ f(a; b)g skip
for the assignment x
1
:= x
1
[ f(a; b)g to enforce the constraint I
3
. Thus, the
nal result would be
a =2 
1
(x
2
) ^ b =2 
2
(x
2
)! x
1
:= x
1
[ f(a; b)g skip ;
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which appears to be a reasonable alternative to the result obtained in Example
2.13. 2
3.2 Replacing the Specialization Order
We are starting now to formalize the preservation of eects. The goal in this
section is to obtain a characterization of the specialization order v.
In order to make use of predicate transformers we construe a transition
constraint J as a program specication itself.
Denition 3.2 Each transition constraint J gives rise to a program speci-
cation S(J ) that can be written as
S(J ) = (@x
0
1
; : : : ; x
0
n
 J ! x
1
:= x
0
1
k : : : k x
n
:= x
0
n
)2 loop
using guarded commands. 2
Note, that S(J ) comprises state pairs (;1), i.e., non-terminating executions
are included. The specialization order can be used to express that a program
specication S is consistent with respect to transition constraint.
Denition 3.3 A program specication S is consistent with respect to a
transtition constraint J if and only if S v S(J ) holds. 2
We can interpret this denition as saying that S is an extended program
specication which preserves the eect of J .
In order to prove a correspondence between Æ-constraints and transition-
consistent specications (Lemma 3.5) we need the following result from the
GCS-theory. It gives a normal form for the specialization order. For a proof
see [7, App. B].
Proposition 3.4 Let S and T be program specications on X = fx
1
; : : : ; x
n
g
and Y, respectively, with X  Y and a disjoint copy Z = fz
1
; : : : ; z
n
g of X.
Then wlp(S)(')) wlp(T )(') holds for all state formulae ' on X if and only
if
fz=xg:wlp(T
0
)(wlp(S)

(x = z))
is valid, where T
0
results from T by renaming all x
i
to z
i
. 2
Lemma 3.5 A program specication S is consistent with respect to a transi-
tion constraint J on X if and only if J is a Æ-constraint for S.
Proof. The specialization condition S v S(J ) means nothing else than
wlp(S(J ))(')) wlp(S)(') (1)
for all X-formulae ' and wp(S(J ))(true) ) wp(S)(true). As we have that
wp(S(J ))('), false holds for arbitrary X-formulae ', the second condition
is always satised. Applying now Proposition 3.4 to equation (1) leads to
fz=xg:wlp(S
0
)(wlp(S(J ))

(x = z)):
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This suggests to further simplify wlp(S(J))

(x = z) according to Denition
3.2. This yields
wlp(S(J ))

(x = z) , : (8x
0
: J (x;x
0
)) x
0
6= z)
, 9x
0
: J (x;x
0
) ^ x
0
= z
, J (x; z):
Together, we have obtained the equivalence
S v S(J) i fz=xg:wlp(S
0
)(J (x; z))
which proves the lemma. 2
Corollary 3.6 Let J be a transition constraint and S a program specication
on X. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) S is consistent with respect to J ,
(ii) J is a Æ-constraint for S and
(iii) wlp(S(J ))(')) wlp(S)(') for all X-formula '. 2
Finally, we are ready to characterize the specialization order by preservation
of Æ-constraints.
Proposition 3.7 Let S and T be program specications on Y and X, respec-
tively, where Y  X. Then we have T v S if and only if each Æ constraint J
for S with fr(J )  Y [ Y
0
is also a Æ constraint for T and wp(S)(true))
wp(T )(true) holds.
Proof. Consider the only-if direction rst. The condition wp(S)(true) )
wp(T )(true) is already part of the specialization condition T v S we assume
to hold. Let J be an arbitrary Æ-constraint for S with fr(J )  Y [ Y
0
.
Following Lemma 3.5, we have S v S(J ). As T v S holds by assumption,
we use the transitivity of v to conclude that T v S(J ) holds as well. Again,
Lemma 3.5 implies that J must be a Æ-constraint for T , too.
For the reverse direction we just have to show that wlp(S)(')) wlp(T )(')
holds for each ' with fr(')  Y . We assume that
fy
0
=yg:wlp(S
0
)(J )) fx
0
=xg:wlp(T
0
)(J )
is valid for all J with fr(J )  Y [ Y
0
. Now, let us consider all '
0
with
fr('
0
)  Y
0
. Then, we are able to conclude
fy
0
=yg:wlp(S
0
)('
0
)) fx
0
=xg:wlp(T
0
)('
0
) :
The substitutions can be omitted since they are only renamings with fr('
0
) 
Y
0
. Finally, we rename y
0
's to y's yielding
wlp(S)(')) wlp(T )(')
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for all ' with fr(')  Y as demanded. 2
Proposition 3.7 tells us that a specialization of a given specication S preserves
the eects given by all Æ-constraints of S and terminates if S does. We have
argued and demonstrated that the specialization order is too coarse. The
characterization above allows to weaken this order in a natural way.
3.3 Denition of MCEs
The basic idea of the tailored operational approach is now to consider not all
Æ-constraints, but only some of them. Thus, we do not build the GCS of S
with respect to I, but the GCS of some S(J ).
If some Æ-constraints of S are omitted in J , then S(J ) will allow executions
that do not occur in any specialization of S. In this way, we can circumvent
the problems that were mentioned in Section 2.4. However, taking any such
Æ-constraint is much too weak. S(J ) should only add executions that are
consistent with I. This justies to dene Æ-constraints that are compatible
with a given static constraint I on X. Therefore, we are only interested in
terminating executions of S(J ), i.e., specications of the form
S
0
(J ) = @x
0
 J ! x := x
0
:
Compatibility with I then means that building the GCS S
0
(J )
I
doesn't in-
crease partiality. Thus, if S
0
(J ) wasn't partial, then S
0
(J )
I
isn't.
Denition 3.8 A transition constraint J is compatible with a static con-
straint I (short: I-compatible) if and only if wp(I ! S
0
(J )
I
)(false) )
wp(S
0
(J ))(false) holds. 2
Example 3.9 It is easy to see that each of the Æ-constraints in Example 2.10
is compatible with I chosen to be a multivalued dependency. Furthermore,
the conjunction of three of these constraints is also compatible with I, but
the conjunction of all four Æ-constraints is not. 2
Denition 3.8 allows to show the following technical lemma. Basically, it is
making use of the commutativity result for GCS (Proposition 2.7). Please see
Appendix A for a proof.
Lemma 3.10 Let J be a transition constraint that is I
1
^I
2
-compatible. Then
J is both I
1
- and I
2
-compatible. 2
The last example suggests to consider the implication order on Æ-constraints.
We say that J
1
is stronger than J
2
if and only if J
1
) J
2
holds. Unfortu-
nately, there is no smallest Æ-constraints for S, but we may consider minimal
elements in this order.
Denition 3.11 A Æ constraint J for S is low with respect to a static con-
straint I (short: I-low) i it is I compatible and there is no strictly stronger
I compatible Æ constraint for S. 2
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See Appendix B for a result that reects that the idea of eect preservation
can be maximised by low Æ-constraints.
Now we are prepared to dene maximal consistent eect preservers for
a program specication S. For these we choose a low Æ-constraint J which
formalizes an eect of S to be preserved. Then we take a consistent database
operation S
I;J
that preserves this eect, but remains undened, wherever S
is undened. Finally, we require S
I;J
to be a greatest operation with these
properties with respect to the specialization order.
Denition 3.12 Let S be a program specication and I a static constraint
on X. Let J be a Æ constraint of S that is I-compatible. A program speci-
cation S
I;J
on X is called a consistent eect preserver (CE) of S with respect
to I and J if and only if
(i) J is a Æ constraint for S
I;J
,
(ii) wp(S)(false)) wp(S
I;J
)(false) holds,
(iii) S
I;J
is consistent with respect to I and
(iv) any other program specication T with these properties specializes S
I;J
.
If J is even a low Æ-constraint for S with respect to I, then S
I;J
is called
maximal consistent eect preserver (MCE). 2
Note that in this denition the state space on which S is dened is no longer
of importance. It \vanishes" inside the chosen J . Then it is easy to see
that informal enforcement strategies are captured by MCEs for basic database
operations.
3.4 A Normal Form for MCEs
The last property of (maximal) consistent eect preservers (Denition 3.12)
employs the specialization order v again. This seems to be surprising for
the rst moment, but it turns out to be a natural denition as shown in the
following proposition which gives a normal form for maximal consistent eect
preserver.
Theorem 3.13 Let S be a program specication and I a static constraint on
X. Let J be an I-low Æ constraint of S. Then wp(S)

(true)! S(J )
I
is the
MCE S
I;J
with respect to I and J .
Proof. We take wp(S)

(true) ! S(J )
I
as a denition for S
I;J
and verify
each single condition of Denition 3.12.
First, we show that J is a Æ constraint for S
I;J
. This follows immedi-
ately from S(J )
I
v S(J ) (denition GCS) and S
I;J
v S(J )
I
. The second
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condition results from the following computation:
wp(S)(false) , :wp(S)

(true)
, wp(S)

(true)) false
, wp(S)

(true)) wp(S(J ))(false)
) wp(S)

(true)) wp(S(J )
I
)(false)
, wp(S
I;J
)(false) :
The I-consistency of S
I;J
follows immediately from the consistency of S(J )
I
with respect to I, namely I ) wlp(S(J )
I
)(I) implies I ) (wp(S)

(true))
wlp(S(J )
I
)(I)), which is equivalent to I ) wlp(S
I;J
)(I). Finally, let T be
a program specication such that

J is a Æ constraint for T ,

wp(S)(false)) wp(T )(false) and

T consistent with respect to I is.
According to Lemma 3.5 we receive T v S(J ) since J is a Æ constraint for T .
Together with the I-consistency of T , it follows by the denition of greatest
consistent specializations that even T v S(J )
I
holds. We then also apply
wp(T )

(true)) wp(S)

(true) to obtain
T = wp(T )

(true)! T v wp(S)

(true)! S(J )
I
:
This establishes the validity of T v S
I;J
and completes the proof. 2
Remark 3.14 S(J ) allows non-termination in all start states. Such branches
can be neglected in S
I;J
by adding a precondition wp(S)

(false). 2
The proof suggests even a normal form for consistent eect preserver as we
do not need to make use of the lowness of J .
Corollary 3.15 Let S be a program specication and I a static constraint on
X. Let J be a Æ constraint of S that is I- compatible. Then wp(S)

(true)!
S(J )
I
is the CE S
I;J
with respect to I and J . 2
From Theorem 3.13 we may draw rst conclusions:

For a chosen (low) Æ-constraint with respect to I the (M)CE S
I;J
always
exists and is uniquely determined (up to semantic equivalence) by S; I and
J .

(M)CEs are closely related to GCSs. The (M)CE is the GCS of a slightly
extended program specication apart from the precondition wp(S)

(true),
i.e., possible changes have been incorporated into S(J ).
The proposition suggests that there is also a strict theory for (M)CEs leading
to commutativity and compositionality results. This theory, however, has not
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yet been developed, but we can check that the construction in Example 3.1
led indeed to an MCE.
4 A Commutativity Result
A strong theory should feature a result similar to the commutativity for GCS
consistency enforcement (Proposition 2.7). For a given complex static con-
straint I
1
^    ^ I
n
we would like to break down the process of enforcement
on its single conjuncts I
i
. The result just mentioned goes even a little bit fur-
ther and allows to build the greatest consistent specialization independently
from the given order.
If we reformulate Proposition 2.7 within the MCE framework, we con-
jecture the semantic equivalence of I
1
^ I
2
! (S
I
1
;J
1
)
I
2
;J
2
and I
1
^ I
2
!
S
I
1
^I
2
;J
12
. Herein, J
1
is a low Æ-constraint for S with respect to I
1
, J
2
is a
low Æ-constraint for S
I
1
;J
1
with respect to I
2
and J
12
is a low Æ-constraint for
S with respect to I
1
^ I
2
.
Within (S
I
1
;J
1
)
I
2
;J
2
, we have S
I
1
;J
1
 wp(S)

(true) ! S(J
1
)
I
1
which is
certainly I
1
-consistent. However, then we take the Æ-constraint J
2
for S
I
1
;J
1
,
i.e. wp(S)

(true) ! S(J
1
)
I
1
v S(J
2
), and enforce the I
2
-consistency. In
general, we will loose consistency with respect to I
1
within this step. There-
fore, the result (S
I
1
;J
1
)
I
2
;J
2
is not necessarily I
1
-consistent. Thus, the com-
mutativity statement for the MCE-theory fails.
Proposition 4.1 In general, I
1
^I
2
! (S
I
1
;J
1
)
I
2
;J
2
and I
1
^I
2
! S
I
1
^I
2
;J
12
are not semantically equivalent. 2
In order to keep the theoretical strength we look at a dierent way to build
the MCE S
I
1
^I
2
;J
12
gradually. We are able to proof the following.
Theorem 4.2 Let S be a program specication on Y , I
1
; I
2
be static invari-
ants on X with Y  X. Let J be a low Æ-constraint for S with respect to
I
1
^ I
2
. Then
I
1
^ I
2
! (S
I
1
;J
)
I
2
and I
1
^ I
2
! S
I
1
^I
2
;J
are semantically equivalent.
Proof. First, Lemma 3.10 tells us that J is a Æ-constraint for S with respect
to I
1
and with respect to I
2
. The consistent eect preserver I
1
^ I
2
! S
I
1
;J
is equivalent to I
1
^ I
2
^ wp(S)

(true) ! S(J )
I
1
. Enforcing I
2
-consistency
on S
I
1
;J
results in I
1
^ I
2
^ wp(S)

(true) ! (S(J )
I
1
)
I
2
. Finally, we apply
Proposition 2.7 and obtain
I
1
^ I
2
^ wp(S)

(true)! S(J )
I
1
^I
2
which is exactly I
1
^ I
2
! S
I
1
^I
2
;J
. 2
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Remark 4.3 The last proposition suggests a strategy combining GCS and
MCE theory to enforce S
I
1
^I
2
;J
. First, we give up the lowness of J and enforce
the consistent eect preserver S
I
1
;J
. Notice, that J is even a Æ-constraint
for S
I
1
;J
. Then we just build the GCS of this intermediate result and obtain
S
I
1
^I
2
;J
as seen above. The proposition shows even the independence from the
given order. The name \Commutativity" results from from the commutativity
of ^. Thus, it does not matter whether we build S
I
1
;J
rst and enforce then
the GCS with respect to I
2
or whether we build S
I
2
;J
rst and enforce the
GCS with respect to I
1
. Hence, the proposition shows also the equivalence of
I
1
^ I
2
! (S
I
1
;J
)
I
2
and I
1
^ I
2
! (S
I
2
;J
)
I
1
. We have therefore obtained an
adequate replacement for the GCS commutativity result. 2
Again, we do not make any use of J 's lowness and achieve therefore also a
result for consistent eect preservers only.
Corollary 4.4 Let S be a program specication on Y , I
1
; I
2
be static invari-
ants on X with Y  X. Let J be a Æ-constraint for S with respect to I
1
^ I
2
.
Then
I
1
^ I
2
! (S
I
1
;J
)
I
2
and I
1
^ I
2
! S
I
1
^I
2
;J
are semantically equivalent. 2
The proof of Theorem 4.2 concludes the investigation for the time being. We
have seen that the notion of (M)CE is very promising.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we have investigated a new approach to Consistency Enforce-
ment. First, we summarized the arithmetic GCS theory of Consistency En-
forcement (see Section 2). The beauty of this theory is based on the simplicity
of the specialization order v. However, it must be admitted that it shows a
couple of major weaknesses (see Section 2.4, page 9).
The main intention of this paper was to replace v by a weaker notion.
This could be accomplished by the concept of Æ-constraints (Denition 2.9,
page 6). It turned out that a specialization of S can be characterized by the
preservation of all Æ-constraints of S (Proposition 3.7, page 12). Then, it was
only natural to consider certain Æ-constraints. This led to the denition of
(maximal) consistent eect preservers (MCEs, Denition 3.12, page 14) S
I;J
for specications S, static invariants I and (low) Æ-constraints J for S that
are compatible with I. These MCEs are closely related to GCSs (Theorem
3.13, page 14) which demonstrates that eect preservers are the right kind of
notion that can lead to an improvement of the current theory.
Moreover, it has been shown that the commutativity result from the GCS
theory carries over to the MCE framework (Theorem 4.2, page 16). This
result is very important to break down the enforcement process to a single
static constraint. Even better, building the (M)CE with respect to a set of
constraints can be done not only gradually but also independently from their
17
order.
The next step would be to approach a compositionality result similar to the
one for GCSs (Theorem 2.12, page 7). As the results are based on arithmetic
logic, we are then able to investigate computability and decidability questions.
All together, this paper shows that the approach from [4] also allows a study
on its practicality.
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A Some Compatibility-Results
Lemma A.1 Let J be a transition constraint that is I
1
^I
2
-compatible. Then
J is both I
1
- and I
2
-compatible.
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Proof.
J is I
1
^ I
2
-compatible i
wp(S
0
(J ))

(true)) wp(I
1
^ I
2
! S
0
(J )
I
1
^I
2
)

(true) i
wp(S
0
(J ))

(true)) wp(I
1
^ I
2
! (S
0
(J )
I
1
)
I
2
)

(true)^
wp(I
1
^ I
2
! (S
0
(J )
I
2
)
I
1
)

(true) )
wp(S
0
(J ))

(true)) wp(I
1
^ I
2
! S
0
(J )
I
1
)

(true)^
wp(I
1
^ I
2
! S
0
(J )
I
2
)

(true) i
wp(S
0
(J ))

(true)) I
1
^ I
2
^ wp(S
0
(J )
I
1
)

(true) ^ wp(S
0
(J )
I
2
)

(true) i
wp(S
0
(J ))

(true)) wp(I
1
! S
0
(J )
I
1
)

(true) ^ wp(I
2
! S
0
(J )
I
2
)

(true) i
wp(S
0
(J ))

(true)) wp(I
1
! S
0
(J )
I
1
)

(true) and
wp(S
0
(J ))

(true)) wp(I
2
! S
0
(J )
I
2
)

(true) i
J is compatible with respect to I
1
and with respect to I
2
2
Lemma A.2 Let J
1
and J
2
be transition constraints and I a static constraint
on X. Then
(i) J
1
_ J
2
is I-compatible only if J
1
or J
2
are I-compatible
(ii) J
1
and J
2
are I-compatible only if J
1
_ J
2
is I-compatible.
Proof. First, we observe that S
0
(J
1
_ J
2
) and S
0
(J
1
) 2 S
0
(J
2
) are semanti-
cally equivalent. This is due to the propositional tautology ((A_B)) C) ,
((A ) C) ^ (B ) C)). In addition, a result from the GCS-theory (see [7])
allows us to write S
0
(J
1
_ J
2
)
I
 S
0
(J
1
)
I
2S
0
(J
2
)
I
.
(i) The assumption wp(I ! S
0
(J
1
_J
2
)
I
)(false)) wp(S
0
(J
1
_J
2
))(false)
is equivalent to
(wp(I ! S
0
(J
1
)
I
)(false) ^ wp(I ! S
0
(J
2
)
I
)(false)))
(wp(S
0
(J
1
))(false) ^ wp(S
0
(J
2
))(false)):
Using the tautology ((A^B)) C), ((A) C)_ (B ) C)), we obtain
(wp(I ! S
0
(J
1
)
I
)(false)) (wp(S
0
(J
1
))(false) ^ wp(S
0
(J
2
))(false)))_
(wp(I ! S
0
(J
2
)
I
)(false)) (wp(S
0
(J
1
))(false) ^ wp(S
0
(J
2
))(false)));
which implies that J
1
or J
2
is I-compatible.
(ii) From the assumptions wp(I ! S
0
(J
1
)
I
)(false) ) wp(S
0
(J
1
))(false)
and wp(I ! S
0
(J
2
)
I
)(false)) wp(S
0
(J
2
))(false) follows
(wp(I ! S
0
(J
1
)
I
)(false) ^ wp(I !S
0
(J
2
)
I
)(false)))
wp(S
0
(J
1
))(false) ^ wp(S
0
(J
2
))(false):
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Using the semantic equivalence of program specications above gives the
I-compatibility of J
1
_ J
2
. 2
B A Correspondence between Implication and Special-
ization Order
Lemma B.1 Let J and

J be two transition constraints on a state space X.
Then J )

J is valid if and only if S(J ) v S(

J ) holds.
Proof. If J )

J holds, then we can compute
j=

wlp(S(

J ))(') , j=

8y:

J (x;y)) '(y)
) j=

8y:J (x;y)) '(y)
, j=

wlp(S(J ))(')
for arbitrary X-formulae '. Therefore, the condition is necessary.
We show that it is also suÆcient. The specialization S(J ) v S(

J ) means
that

J is a Æ-constraint for S(J ). Then we see that
fy=xg:wlp(S(J )
0
)(

J ) , fy=xg:wlp(@z:J (y; z)! y := z 2 loop)(

J )
, fy=xg:8z:J (y; z))

J (x; z)
, 8z:J (x; z))

J (x; z)
and J )

J follows. 2
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